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Print both pages on white card. If you don’t have printer card, you could print on paper and 

glue it to thin card with a glue stick (white glue will make the paper crinkle). Heavy black 

lines are for cutting; dotted lines are for folding. Use a ruler and score the folds. Grey areas 

are for sticking pieces together. Fold the walls up and stick the corner piece behind the 

window wall. NB desk and stool legs may need bracing with extra card.  

Flavius’ Roman office(tablinum) 

Colour, cut out and stick! 



Cupboard(armarium) Cut the H shape carefully 

with a craft knife. Fold along dotted lines . 

Stick the left flap to the floor and the right 

flap to the wall above the shelves full of 

paperwork. 

Stool: (sellula) legs and seat 

Fold the sides of the seat along the dotted lines. Carefully snip all the little 

lines. Bend the seat into a shape like this 

Glue the row of little tabs on one side of the seat, and stick it to one of the leg 

pieces, curving it to fit the seat shape. Do the same with the other side. Fold 

leg tabs inward. and stick to the floor behind desk. 

Shield  (scutum) fold the two side flaps 

and the curved flap. Snip the curved flap 

along the lines and stick them to the 

shape on the floor. Stick the side flaps to 

the wall, partly covering Flavius’ cloak. 

Shelf: (pegma) stick the two 

tabs to the wall, under the jug, 

wood side up.  

Desk(mensa)fold on the lines 

and stick the feet to the floor. 

Make sure the open tablet is 

facing the back corner of the 

room. 

Wolfskin rug Stick it to the 

floor in front of the desk 
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